
Lioncare - Helping Chronic Renal Failure Patient 

(2012-2013) 

     This is the 2nd year that the Lionheart Society has been financially supporting 

Mrs. Boonjan Pohsen for the treatment of her last stage chronic renal failure 

condition. The amount of 5000 Baht per month has been regularly provided to 

cover for her medical expenses generously donated by parents, guardians and 

other kind-hearted individuals.  

     The patient and her family were facing extreme financial difficulties prior to 

this assistance and were solely dependent on limited contributions from 

relatives and friends who were also very poor and living on hand-to-mouth 

existence. Having two children who are in school was another dilemma as 

there was not enough money to sustain their education overheads.               

Mrs. Boonjan was so depressed and nearly suicidal as she felt totally hopeless 

regarding their grim situation, accompanied by a deep sense of guilt of being a 

burden to her husband and children.  

     When she became very unwell and was almost bed-ridden, she was unable 

to work and had to rely on her husband to look after her. Peritoneal Dialysis 

had to be conducted 4 times a day, approximately 5 to 6 hours each time, 

continuously day and night making it impossible for her husband to leave the 

house and find employment.  This made their meager livelihood even worse as 

both of them were jobless leaving the family with no income at all. The two 

children practically had to tend to the daily house chores and the older son 

looked after his younger sister.  

     The Lionheart Society is well aware of the fact that all chronic renal failure 

cases are terminal and carry heavy cost of treatment.  And although there is 

little hope for Mrs. Boonjan’s recovery, we are still confident that by offering 

some support to her and her family, we have given them a much needed 

feeling of comfort and assurance that there are people out there who still care 

and are willing to help.  

  



     After 10 months of our support for renal dialysis treatment, Mrs. Boonjan is 

starting to show signs of improvement and is able to help herself move around 

with less assistance.  She can perform light house chores including meal 

preparation for her family.  Her husband has now gone back to work as a field 

laborer easing the family’s financial circumstances.  

    We are very happy to learn of her slow but 

meaningful health improvement. Her dialysis 

treatment is now less frequent, having to 

administer three times a day enabling her to 

enjoy her remaining life with her family with 

more optimism and enthusiasm.  Due to the 

fact that she can now help herself with less 

assistance from others as well as the fact that her husband now has more time 

to make a living through earning income for the family - although not full-time 

-, the Lionheart Society has decided to fund her 2000B per month since we do 

not want the family to rely solely upon our donations, but we want them to 

help themselves as much as they can. 

    This project means a lot to us as it has opened our minds and hearts to 

sincerely committing ourselves to helping people who are truly in need. Our 

limited capabilities and simplest form of assistance have made a difference to 

one life – yet significant.  

  



Friends of Harrow Community Service Proposal - A Gift of Life 

 

All of us have needs-but the most important and always hope for is 

“good health”. Unfortunately, there are medical conditions that could be both 

mentally and physically demanding .One common condition is the “Chronic 

Renal Failure” .Untreated victims often die if not given proper medication and 

help. 

 “Renal Dialysis” is a widely used form of treatment for chronic renal 

failure. Sadly, a lot of victims of this condition are poor and helpless… Instead, 

they resort to “symptomatic treatments” (temporary cures) due to inadequate 

finances and unaffordable medication. A person who is afflicted with condition 

faces a lot of challenges in life including having to depend on others for basic 

needs and perform simple tasks.) Some situations are even more disheartening 

as the victim could be the main financial supporter of the family or the one 

who tends to the children but ends up to becoming “the burden” instead. 

 The Lionheart Society believes that through some financial support 

(though not all can be offered), a person with this condition may be able to go 

through this treatment with less fear and worry of unmanageable medical 

expenses. We are fully aware of our limitations and recognize that the scale of 

the problem is much greater than what we can achieve in a short period of 

time. 

 Therefore, the LHS aims to aid at 

least one patient to contend with the 

financial difficulties associated with this 

condition. Although the sad reality is 

eventual death for the victim, we can 

at least relieve the financial burden so 

that the patient will be able to spend 

the remainder of his/her life with 

family and loved on with less hardship. We often say “it is a matter of life and 

death” to ordinary events and don’t really mean it. In this case, however, we 

mean it literally. We are very much aware of our limited capabilities yet our 



commitment to providing the simplest help we can offer to these victims stand 

firm. 

 From the numerous cases the LHS has reviewed, we came to a decision 

to sponsor Mrs. Boonjan Pohsen (approximately 5,000 Baht/month) due to the 

extreme financial problems that has befallen her and her children. Should she 

die now her two children will be deprived of their mother. To extend the life of 

their mother for these two kids is worthwhile, although temporary, for the 

whole family. Moreover, the costs involved are within our capability. Even 

though it does not cover all treatment costs, it is a big enough relief for this 

family. 

 We have given financial assistance to this patient for 2 years, using funds 

raised from vegetable sales and donations. We hope to be able to continue the 

care for this patient. This project means a lot to us as it has opened our minds 

and hearts to sincerely committing ourselves to helping people who are truly in 

need. Our limited capabilities and simplest form of assistance will make a 

difference to one life - yet significant. 

 We recognize the sad truth that all chronic renal failure cases are 

terminal. Renal dialysis treatment only extends whatever little time they have 

left on this earth to be with their loved ones. We realize this fact fully. We 

maintain no illusion that our help will completely cure her. It won’t. She will 

die. However, if we can offer even one day’s worth of life, we should grasp at 

this chance to do so. It is not often that we can actually put a price tag on 

something most people claim to be priceless: “a gift of life”. 

   

 

The Lionheart Society applied for the annual “Friends of Harrow 

Travel/Community Service Award” and obtained 20,000B prize money to help 

finance the chronic renal failure patient we are supporting. 


